Shop the Morris Museum Store!

**WHAT’S IN STORE?**

**Delicious, Organic Teas.** These tea-rific organic tea blends, from the TeaBook, are inspired by renowned artists. Each box includes twenty individually wrapped tea bags. $11.50

**Pendant by Susan Verdecchia, Georgia Jewels.**

**Jewelry Workshop, Saturday, November 4**
Learn to make a copper wire–wrapped gemstone pendant with Susan Verdecchia of Georgia Jewels. Supplies included. Members, $35; nonmembers, $45. Register by October 28 on our website or call 706-828-3807.

**Women in Art Memory Game.** Find the matching tiles in this memory game featuring twenty female artists! Discover the artwork of Frida Kahlo, Mary Cassatt, Elisabeth Louise Vigée le Brun, and more! $18

**Grunge Goddess Pottery**
This hand-thrown pottery by local artist Juliet King is unique and functional! Teapot, $68

**Magritte Jigsaw Puzzle**
Assemble a 1,000-piece jigsaw puzzle of René Magritte’s self-portrait masterpiece *The Son of Man!* $22.90

**Georgialina Images, by Bob Pyle**
This softcover book presents a collection of local scenic landscape and wildlife photographs taken over a period of thirteen years. $29
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